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It can be seen that if (OR) and T are determined by ignition criteria, the fuel energy and,
hence, the total system energy can be made smaller by increasing the fuel density.

After obeerving that one reduces the required energy as l/P2, one can ask if it is possible to determine tl?emost efficient way of doing this. The change in the specific internal energy, e, which results from heating or compressing the fuel gas can be written in the
usual way as
d~=TdS

(lo)

- pd (1/0)

where dS is the change i~ entropy, p is the Fressure, p is the density (G = l/V), and T is
It is apparent, therefore,
the temperature. A compression increases P so that d(l/o) < 0.
that if cne wishes to compress the fuel .~iththe smallest energy inves-ent, then one should
~csign s system such that:
dsaso.

(11)

Assuming that it is ~ssible

to do this, one can write the equation of state of the fuel

as
pvy = conet,
#

-

povoy

,

(12)

where y is the ratio of the srecific heat at constant pressure to the specific heat at congas, such as DT, Y = 5/3. Also for an ideal gas, the
stant volume. For an ideal monatomic
internal energy can be written, using Eq. (lo), sq. (11), and Zq. (12), as:
(13)

p = (y-l)eo

Integrating Eq. (10) with zq. (13) substituted for p as P increaaee from Do to P and assuming that IY>> co, one obtainrn
.:,
e -‘o

(:;)

(14)

1

where ● i,~th~ initial internal energy and Do is the initial fuei d’msity. Eq. (14) defines t~e relationship between energy, or temperature, and compression in an iaefitroFic
process,
(14) exposses
th- intarnal energy o: tha flteiin termm of its compraceion, and
%
Eq. (J;) r-lates tho inFut ●n@rgy to tho initial implosion kinetic energy. One now requi.rea
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y-1
~ a!lp

(V02-V2)

= S0 (~)

- E.

(15)

.
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~ first-

(16)

,

The minimum radiuo, Ph~ of the implosion ie determined

from

energy
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(1’1)
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solution of l!q. (16)

~
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If
(17) .

and

~p
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Pusher. Eq, (7) can
the
radius and Ro >> ~,
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[

i

(tl-l)z

1

1
~

(18)

r

where

c = (Ro/Rm)3 ,

(19)

‘o
t’=~t,
o

and
Y

‘:

“

Figure 3 shows a cmnparison between the results of Eq. (18) and a ccmputer simulation of an
implosion, The computer simulation includes radiation losses. It can be seen that Era. (18)
is-an accurate description of this clans of implosion.
Next, conditions for ignition must be determined. As a criterion for defining ignition,
one

can

specify

that

the

thermonuclear

ecergy

deposited in the fuel be equal to the energy
deposited by the compression. ?hus, the thermonuclear process will double the fuel temperature and bootstrapping can be observed. using
Eq. (18) one can ~et~mine the confinement
time, At, and insert it into the well-known
expression for yield, y:
(20
y = ‘D ‘T Fv ht
where nL and qT are the deuterium and ttitium
ion densities, ~ i.ethe thermonuclear reaction rate, and V is the volume. Because of
the strong dependence of ~ on temperature
(~, T“) in the region of interest, one can
allow
the densitv to chanue onlv 10 cmrcent
~he (ok) re~uired is
thus,
At is detebined.
determined from the alpha particle rarge
(PRU = 0.3T g/cm2) in a plasma. Because
mo~t of the mass is contained nmar the outer
the ●ffective
PR ia,
edge of a sphere,
actually, only 0.7S of the actual oR’. The
talc’~lationwill not bs displayed explicitly
here because of space limitations, but a
reasonable choic~ of implosion .ayatempaxametera given:

OR = 0,5 gjcmz
T

●

(21)
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Rather than dimcuaeing the physical process itmlf, an attempt
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lhm of Figure
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The’ density

●t

this the
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RQf=enc@ to Eq. (8) shows immediately that the energy in the implosion must be increased
to satisfy the conditions of Eq. (21) . The additional enargy required
depends
on assumptions as to how implosion conditions can
cha~ed.
h!otingthat the ideal target will continue to implo~e to a temperature (.54)-2??, or 1.5, times tiat at ‘, and that the OR must
increase to a value l/O.3B times that of the ideal case, the ratio o
‘1 energy required for
free-fall ignition, Ef, to that required for the ideal case,
Zi, is,
using Eq. (9):
Ef
q-m

13
()

(26)

where o
is Lhe maximum density in the ideal ease and P2 is the density to which the freathe ideal canif no ine~bility occurred. If it is assumed that
fal~
ca i ● would implodu
urassion factor cannot be increased and that the increased OR must be obtained bv addim
then P “ ‘2 ad
kel to the system,
27 t~es
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surface of the pusher. If the equator of the pusher is.driven at ● velocity slightly difspherical and one finds a referent tram the polar velocity, the implosion does not r~ain
of thim ZUymmetry.
duction in OR ● s the reeult
it will ba ●smumed that
the fuel
implodes
an a prolate
A8 an example of the ●ffwt,
That ia,
the
exists.
●llipsoid, and it will be aasumed that tha worst case of sability
to the 9R the frea-fall line.
decrease
m 9R ● s ● result of •syasns~ should be ccmpared
= V. + Av/vo, and the pole
● t ● velocity,
v
Then one ●ssumas that -he ●quator implodes
implodes ●t ● veloci cy, v = w - Av/v , where V. is the spk ●rical imploeion velocity, the
ratio of the ●l~iptical pi, (1A., to ?he spherical PR, ( oR) f, can be written as:

,PR)
+“-

(+)(+’),
(27)
(1-t’) i

The
PQure 5 shows this ratio am ● function of Av/v for several
caapression ratios.
●t 0.8 denotes
the point at which the ●nergy requiranent doubles. ?hus, for a factor
line
for C - 10’,
a @tal
vdocity spread 2Av/v = O.1 is ●cceptable
of 2 increase
in ●nugy
A8SUIUin~
tht
while
:or ● compression of 10t, on~y a 4 percmt
spread
is ●llowable.
10 percent
is ●chievable, the compression is lAnitod to 10’ ●nd the ●nergy uncertainty

is a factor

of 2.

RatiO

S.

F*gura

Of

fual

(cIR)

to

OR

tha free-fall lina M a function
the velocity aayaumtry for several
valuas af compassion,
C. Tha line

of
of

the OR for
ba doublod.

X2E indicate,
energy must

which

input

It is Lnmtruativo to combina
these
uno&taintio8
Tabl@ I shows & aummarY of th- uncar-inties
duived

to-produce
an overall “worst case.”
fran ●ffecea d-scribed abov~. Tha
●nalysis
was not discussed,
but a similar
aquation-of-atato
urobiefa
and “other
losses”
probably no more than i 20 percent.
skews tlw effects
‘kc be mall,
A typical targit con● gold pusher
requires, •~pr-imatelyt
10 kJ in the fualsisting of 13 vg of DT with
A hydrodynamic
●fficiency of
pwhu
systm
to ignite
&k ● cmpr~ssion
factor
of 10 .
1S porcant gives 67 kJ ●s the driving ●nugy rqqu&ed for the idaal caae, ●nd tha unoertaLnshown in Table II. Zt should be
ties shown in Table I prcduce the ●nergy rquirmena
●nd should bo dividel by ● n absorpnoted that th quoted enerqies ●rs ●baorbed ●nugios
Tho quantitioa of Tab19 I and
●nerqy required.
tion
coefficient
to give
th- driver
Tabla II ara phraaed in terms of ● laser driver, but the ●pplication
to other drivers is

ntraightforwud .
Table

Suzmaary of

I.

unoertairtv factirs
Impulsive

Eff90t

●fficiincy,

Ilydroi

Driver

on of ●~te
other

Lossaa

Preheat

4

2

10

Sability
Synmtry

:

:

:

Table 11.
Drivu
imDlosion
Id ●u
Short
wa~dangth
Long wavelonqth
Short
wavelength

Long wavelm+th

-

shaped

shaped

-

(MJ)

pulsa

pulse

impulsive
- impvlsive
o

worst ease ign4tion threshold
Absorbed qni tlon wmrqy
o .O(

2:
2

;

10
20

●nd the arguments
used to produc~
thesa values
quo%ed Ue “Wormt aa8@,”
If th
ideal cao@ ●t C - 10’ am b- ●ahloved,
tha roquir-d
not riqorou8
in aL.1 aasas.
The r8al point
of this
diacusaion
La
●mxqy La Q 70 kJ or, pmrhai’c? wan m:ightly
lower.
that thb ●bsmco of knowledqe
●bout sevaral
phynical
●ff*cts
rawlts
in larqe
uncm~iritisa
requiranenta.
TW
conclusions
to be drawn from this
●nalysis ●ra that:
in ●nuqy
shaped PUISM ●rc uaaful for aJ.1 drfvara
ati •a~antial
for
long-wwelm’iqth laaars, and
Tho ●norqias

●re

2) most of the ~~eoretical and experimental effort in the ICF program should be devoted to
the study of preheat, symmetry and stability.
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